An educational programming language is a programming language that is designed primarily as a learning instrument and not so much as a tool for writing programs for production. Three-dimensional (3D) interactive animations provide an effective means to engage the attention of the audience to learn programming language. Traditionally, creating 3D games had been difficult as it requires specialized programming skills. However, it had been proven that the state-transition diagram, which is the most fundamental principle for automata, is intuitively so comprehensive that even children can create programs for interactive animations and video games in the twodimensional world. Islay3D is a programming environment for authoring interactive 3D animations based on this concept. In this paper, the Islay3D animation language is introduced, where a character is modeled as an object, and its behavior is defined in term of a set of state-transition diagrams. The interpretation of the state-transition diagrams to JavaScript is also presented. Finally, the web-based programming environment is introduced. With the web-based platform, the public will be able express their creativity in creating interactive 3D animations and video games easily from within their browser.
Introduction
An educational programming language is a programming language that is designed primarily as a learning instrument and not so much as a tool for writing programs for production. An example is Scratch [1] , which allows users to create interactive animations by arranging programming statements made up of reed-shape building blocks, without the worry of making syntax error.
Three-dimensional (3D) interactive animations provide an effective means to engage the attention of the audience to learn programming language, as the vast availability of gaming consoles such as Xbox, PlayStation, and Nintendo's 3DS allows children to get exposure to 3D games from an early age. Educational programming language based on 3D interactive animations is an attractive feature for children who want to learn how to create and play their own computer games.
Traditionally, creating 3D games had been difficult as it requires specialized programming skills. However, it had been proven that the state-transition diagram, which is the most fundamental principle for automata, is intuitively so comprehensive that even children can create programs for interactive animations and video games in the two-dimensional world [2] . Islay3D is a programming environment for authoring interactive 3D animations based on this concept.
Islay3D was first developed on the MFC framework and run on Microsoft Windows. To reach a wider user base, it was rewritten for use on the web using JavaScript and WebGL. In this paper, the Islay3D animation language is introduced, where a character is modeled as an object, and its behavior is defined in term of a set of state-transition diagrams. The interpretation of the state-transition diagrams to JavaScript is also presented. Finally, the web-based programming environment is introduced.
Islay3D Programming Language
The visual programming language of Islay3D is one where the behavior of a character is described in terms of state-transition diagram. Figure 1 shows a robot with a set of state-transition diagrams. A state is represented by a circle, showing the action for the character to take in that state. A transition represented by an arrow means that the character shifts its state to the pointed one on condition written along the arrow.
In Figure 1 , the state-transition diagram is defined so that the robot turns left or right when arrow keys are pressed. It is also possible to attach other diagrams to the same character. Attaching another diagram for moving forward or backward, for example, we can make the robot moving around a circular path.
A character can be recursively composed of lower-level characters as illustrated in Figure 2 . Each character encapsulated in an orange oval has its shape in the blue oval and state-transition diagrams marked in yellow. The robot character on the top level has its appearance composed of other characters representing its head, body, right and left arms, and legs. This robot actually has a hammer in the right arm so that the right arm is defined as a higher-level character composed of an arm character and a hammer character. The 3D objects representing the bottom-level characters can be called the atomic 3D objects.
This hierarchical structure is nothing special but a standard model for composing 3D objects. The lower-level characters behave relative to the local coordinate system of the upper-level character. The top-level characters behave relative to the global coordinate system [3] .
Actions
In a particular state, the character executes one or more actions. The actions are divided into two categories-1) geometrical translation actions, and 2) logical actions.
Geometrical translation actions allow the character to perform in-game physical movements. The actions are such as translation and rotational movements. It also includes the positioning of the character at a specified or random position. It is also possible to reset the action of the character to its default condition at the start of the game. Table 1 shows a list of the geometrical translation actions.
Logical actions allow the character to perform game actions. For example, a character may be able to fork into other character. A character may also be able to send messages to other characters, such that other characters may respond to the message. Table 2 shows a list of the logical actions.
Transition Conditions
After executing the action in a state, the transition condition is evaluated. If the condition is true, the current state of the character will shift to the next state in the direction indicated by the arrow.
The transition conditions range from user input such as mouse clicks and keyboard, to game conditions such as collision with other character. There are also transition conditions based on functions such as probability and state repetition. The list of transition conditions is shown in Table 3 .
The combination of the execution of the state, and the evaluation of the transition condition, forms a control flow which defines the animation behavior of the 3D character in Islay3D. This control flow which is represented as circles and arrows in the state-transition diagram forms the core of the visual programming language in Islay3D.
Interpretation to JavaScript
The web-based execution model consists of two modules, the graphical editor to draw the state-transition diagrams, and the player which runs the output 3D interactive animations. The graphical editor produces an XML Figure 3 . This XML file is an internal representation of the state transition diagram drawn by the user, defined as per the animation definition of Islay3D elaborated in [3] . It contains a list of states, which has actions to be taken in those states. It also contains a list of transitions, which is a triple of the transition condition, source and destination states. The player takes these as input and produces the 3D animation output. The player is developed with enchant.js [5] , an open source framework for developing simple games and applications in HTML5 + JavaScript, with support for WebGL using a plugin [6] . The player is an interpreter, which takes the input XML file and calls the corresponding JavaScript functions during run time. Figure 4 shows a snippet of the state execution module in the interpreter. The green block shows the parsing of the state information from the XML statement. The red block then shows the corresponding enchant.js function calls are called. Figure 5 shows a code snippet for the transition module. The transition module contains a current state pointer which points to the current state. On every frame change, the state execution module executes the current state, then transition module updates the current state to point to the next state. This is then repeated to produce a 3D animation. 
Programming Environment
In this section, the user interface of the web version of Islay3D is introduced.
3D Characters
At the start of Islay3D, the user chooses a 3D model from the character selection panel. This is shown in Figure  6 . Hovering over the model will show a tooltip that shows a description of the model. All the characters are programmable by using the state-transition diagram based visual language described in Section II. It is possible to set the character to be invisible when first inserted into the game.
The user also has the ability to import their own model files (COLLADA dae [7] ) into their game. Figure 7 shows the Diagram Editor where the user draws their state transition diagram. The user draws the diagram by using four tools: 1) the pointer tool, 2) the circle tool, 3) the arrow tool, and 4) the erase tool. By selecting the circle tool, clicking anywhere in the canvas area of the Diagram Editor will create a circle. Two circles maybe connected together with an arrow by dragging from one circle to another using the arrow tool. The erase tool can be used to erase any circles or arrows to make corrections. The pointer tool is used to adjust the positions of the circles in the diagrams.
Diagram Editor
The user can create more than one diagram for a character by using the tab interface, where each tab corresponds to a state-transition diagram.
Toolbox
To define the action for the circles, an action toolbox will pop up whenever a circle is clicked. Figure 8 shows the toolbox, with the geometrical actions grouped into move, jump, and logical actions grouped into message, fork, change, transform. Further clicking on the toolbox brings up a dialog box, allowing the user to define the parameter for the action. Figure 8 shows the move setting dialog box, where the user will be able to enter the movement and rotation value for the x, y, and z axis.
A corresponding transition toolbox shows up when an arrow is clicked, with the list of transition options as listed in Table 3 .
Previewer
While setting geometrical translation actions as listed in Table 1 , the user will be able to preview immediately the effect to the character. This allows the user to perform on-the-fly manipulation, without having to run the game to confirm the movement of the character. Figure 7 shows the previewer in the top right corner of the diagram editor.
4.5.
Step-by-Step Tutorial Figure 9 shows a step-by-step tutorial is provided when the program first started up. This tutorial will guide the users to use the features in the program, as well as teaching them the concept of state-transition diagram in Islay3D. This is done by walking through the users through creating a simple interactive animation using one of the characters in the game.
Player
When the user has created their game, they can run it anytime by using the Run button. This creates a new window as shown in Figure 10 where the user will be able to play their game. When finished playing the game, they can close the window, and get back to the graphical editor to continue editing their game with ease. Figure 11 shows Alice [8] , a programming environment designed to introduce student to the concept of objectoriented programming by creating 3D animated movies and simple video games. In Alice, students create a virtual world by using with a 3D scene editor, and the 3D objects in the scene are animated by creating a program through selecting statements corresponding to production-oriented programming language such as Java, C++, and C#. Learning a scripting language is required because it is the very purpose of Alice to educate non-programmers to be programmers. On the other hand, Islay3D does not requires the user to write text-based programs, and they only need to draw a set of state-transition diagrams.
Related Works
Kodu Game Lab [9] is a tile-based visual programming tool that enables users to learn programming concepts through making and playing computer games in real-time isometric 3D gaming environment. It is designed specifically for young children, with a real-time isometric 3D gaming environment that is designed to compete with modern console games in terms of intuitive user interface and graphical production values.
Kodu's programming language is a high-level visual language that can be represented as a context-free grammar. Unlike other programming languages like Java or C++, Kodu is entirely event driven, whereby programming involves the placement of tiles in a meaningful sequence to form a condition and action on each rule as shown in Figure 12 . Each Kodu rule has two clauses, a condition and an action, which is similar to Islay3D's transition and state.
However, the language paradigm of Islay3D has the advantage in that the user is able to represent the control flow of the program visually and comprehensively. This is possible through the usage of states, where each character can only be at one state at any given time in a state-transition diagram. Contrasting this to the rule-based event-driven programming environment such as Kodu, this allows user to learn easily the fundamental concept of serial control flow which forms the building block of programming language [10] . 
Evaluation
The web version of Islay3D is still under development and there have been limited number of studies on the effectiveness of the tool. In an evaluation of the basic function of the web version Islay3D which were carried out with a number of elementary and secondary school students in the local community, it was suggested that:
1) The concept of using state-transition diagram for animating character is easy to learn for the students after being given a tutorial.
2) The students enjoyed expressing their creativity in the manipulation of 3D characters, and would like to recommend and play Islay3D with their friends.
Conclusions
Islay3D was developed to allow novice programmer to create 3D interaction animations without the need to learn a text-based scripting language. The Islay3D programming language allows user to learn about automation through the serial control flow which is visually comprehensive in a state-transition diagram, the learning of which forms the building block for learning programming languages.
The implementation and the graphical interface of the web-based tool is presented. The web-based programming environment facilitates ease of use by providing easy accessibility within a browser, and step-by-step tutorial to guide first time users. It is available now at islay3d.net.
User-generated content is an important feature for users to express their creativity in artistic endeavor. As of the time of writing, Islay3D still doesn't support a 3D world editor for the users to edit the game world, and a 3D model editor for the users to create their own 3D models. Integration of the later with the behavior definition of complex character is a potential future work.
As Islay3D was traditionally developed on the Windows platform, more usability studies is recommended to investigate it's usage on the web. The comprehensiveness of the state-transition diagram in describing 3D animations compared to its 2D counterpart is also recommended.
